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Welcome	to	Cameron	Bosque	Brookes	Architect’s	Self-Build 

brochure.  Who are we? We are a Chartered RIBA and ARB registered architectural design practice that specialize in new build homes working with Self Builders across the South and East of England.  Why CBBA? We have designed many high end residential dwellings to suit different budgets and design criteria.  We have the expertise to make your self build home a reality and lead you through the process from start to ピinish.  What makes us stand out to our competitors? Every project we undertake is different and are lead by your personal re-quirements and budget.  This is why we  always dedicate a good amount of time in the early stages to help us fully understand your needs.  Over the years we have developed a very cost conscious mindset, which has al-lowed us to develop clever methods to help save money, but still create the “wow factor “which every home needs.  Making it easy As a Self Builder with some or possibly no experience in building your home, you need a professional to guide you through the process.  We al-ways ensure that our clients fully understand the steps and we lead you through the self build journey until the end. 
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What	is	a	self	build	?	   
Put simply, self-building is the act of commissioning a bespoke home that’s tailored to your design re-quirements and suits your lifestyle, as well as your budget. Every year, rather than buy a standard de-veloper-built property, around 13,000 people 

choose to selfin this way.  (Build It  2012) A common misconcep-tion is that creating selfyou have to learn how to drive a digger and plumb a sink in. In fact only 8% of people* actually do some 
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building is the act of commissioning s tailored to your design re-quirements and suits your lifestyle, as well as your budget. Every year, rather than buy a standard de-built property, around 13,000 people 
choose to self-build their own homes from scratch in this way.  (Build It  2012) A common misconcep-tion is that creating self-build housing means that you have to learn how to drive a digger and plumb a sink in. In fact only 8% of people* actually do some 

of the work themselves. Most self-builders either do the project management (and hire the entire team) or pay a company to do it all for them  (https://unboxedhomes.com/blog/self-build-vs-custom-build-difference/) 
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The	Barn	 New build 5 bed detached family home.  The building is designed in a modern agricultural style to re-ピlect the replacement agricultural barn which previously stood on the site. Further to this there is a new car port and garage constructed out of timber with a curved green roof.   This modern and contemporary home set over one level is one of a kind and offers vaulted ceiling throughout and is has many sus-tainable features. The externals are ピinished in a mix of Western red cedar cladding, corrugated steel sheeting and long format Roman bricks.   The windows are a mix of Crittall style and aluminium units. The dwelling offers a home of remarka-ble high end design and is appro-priately designed to the rural set-ting and responds to the historic use of the site.  
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Client  

Mr	&	Mrs	Kingdon     Procurement 
Traditional      Contract value 
£1.15	Million    				 Construction period 
18	Months      Size 
375	m2     

“Excellent service, CBBA have helped us realise the design ambi-tion for our project. Strong collaboration between us and CBBA has meant our requirements and vision have translated to the ピinal design and plan perfectly. Expert knowledge of the system has helped us practically navigate the tricky (and often frustrating) planning and operational requirements of our project. Great expe-rience and highly recommended.” 
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Tudor	House  Replacement 6 bed family home located in a Conservation Area. The Client was inspired by Manor style properties and wanted a highly detailed and intricate home with lots of historic and traditional detailing. The use of oak detailing, reclaimed bricks, small handmade clay tiles contrasted with a lime render create a very attractive frontage and high end ピinish. The layout is based on a typical H plan which has been adapted at the ground ピloor to offer a large open plan living dining and kitchen space with amazing south facing garden views with large sliding doors. The use of black metal win-dows within stone surrounds and a feature chimney further enhance the design. 

Client  

Mr	Gordon     Procurement 
Traditional      Contract value 
£1	Million    				 Construction period 
15	Months      Size 
430	m2     
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Tudor	House 
Replacement 6 bed family home located in a Conservation Area. The Client was inspired by Manor style properties and wanted a highly detailed and intricate home with lots of historic and traditional detailing. The use of oak detailing, reclaimed bricks, small handmade clay tiles contrasted with a lime render create a very attractive frontage and high end ピinish. The layout is based on a typical H plan which has been adapted at the ground ピloor to offer a large open plan living dining and kitchen space with amazing south facing garden views with large sliding doors. The use of black metal win-dows within stone surrounds and a feature chimney further enhance the design.  
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Added	Value   
We pride ourselves on our ability to help clients visualize their ideas and dreams. One of the most effective ways of doing this is through the use of our 3d ピly though presentations. This is particularly useful for clients that ピind it hard to visualize from 

a set of plans. sent a 3d BIMX ピile of their chosen option to view in their own time on an Ipad, Iphone, Apple mac or PC. 3d, this sets us aside from our competition and 
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We pride ourselves on our ability to help clients visualize their ideas and dreams. One of the most effective ways of doing this is through the use of our 3d ピly though presentations. This is particularly useful for clients that ピind it hard to visualize from 
a set of plans.  As an added bonus clients can be sent a 3d BIMX ピile of their chosen option to view in their own time on an Ipad, Iphone, Apple mac or PC.  As standard all of our projects are modelled in 3d, this sets us aside from our competition and 

makes it much easier to present ideas in more un-derstandable format.  Our 3D models also make it much easier to produce accurate visualizations  that can really bring your visions to life before work has even started on site.  
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This new dwelling is located in a Conservation Area and replaces an old dated bunga-low. The design aims to take advantage of the countryside views and river location by offering a large balcony off the master bedroom at ピirst ピloor level. The "Self-Builder" home is inspired by boats using unique forms and timber cladding. The building is 480m2 and offers 5 bedrooms with vaulted ceilings.  The ground ピloor has an amazing open plan dual aspect kitchen, dining and living area with a bespoke sunken lounge cinema space. There is several double height spaces lit with rooピlights to add drama and enjoyment. Further to this there is an annexe area, snug and play room. giving the "Self-Builder" all that they can want from a family home.  

The	Grove 
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“Great architect company I would recom-mend to any self builder. CBBA have helped us visualise our dream house and bring it to reality. The team have also then managed a tender and project through to completion. Top job! “ 

Client  

Mr	Ruston	and	Mrs	Wright   Procurement 
Traditional      Contract value 
£1	Million    				 Construction period 
15	Months      Size 
480	m2     
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Image credit: Blue Architects 

Image credit: Blue Architects  
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Director Proピile Grant is an ARB registered architect and urban town planner, who spent many years prior to founding the practice working for award winning Architect practices in Lon-don.  He worked on a range of mix use high end projects in London with construction values up to £25million.  He is has extensive expe-rience Local District Councils in all areas and can offer valuable expertise in town planning. 

Grant Cameron Managing Director 
BA	Hons	MArch	MA	PG	Dip	ARB	 

Expertise Master planning Planning legislation Listed and historic buildings Large housing developments Public Schools High end design Management JCT contracts Costing 
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Director Proピile Oliver is a qualiピied Architect and expert in sustainable design technologies.  He has ex-tensive experience in heritage buildings and complex design projects on all scales.  He also has an excellent eye for detail and wide knowledge of construction techniques work-ing for award winning Architectural practices in London and Cambridge  

Oliver Brookes Projects and Sustainability Director 
BA	Hons	MArch	PG	Dip	ARB	 

Expertise Sustainable architecture New technologies BIM software Technical design Private schools Residential Historic buildings Bespoke design Project Management 

Image credit: BB+C Architects (Photography Richard Frazer) 
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Image credit: BB+C Architects (Photography Richard Frazer) 
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Image credit: BB+C Architects (Photography Richard Frazer) 
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Image credit: BB+C Architects (Photography Richard Frazer) 
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Cameron Bosque Brookes Architects London | Cambridge | Huntingdon 0208 050 6206 | 01480 301 554  www.cbb-architects.co.uk  info@cbb-architects.co.uk 


